Tuesday, October 31, 2017
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Katrina Shawver Addresses Arizona Legislature’s Veterans Caucus

STATE CAPITOL, PHOENIX – Representative Jay Lawrence (LD-23) today thanked Katrina Shawver for addressing the Arizona Legislature’s Veterans Caucus last week. Shawver, invited by Representative Jill Norgaard (LD-18), is an Ahwatukee journalist and author of “Henry – A Polish Swimmer’s True Story of Friendship from Auschwitz to America,” a story of Henry Zguda and the Nazi political persecution of the Polish in 1940s Europe.

“It was a pleasure to have Katrina speak to the Veterans Caucus and share her deeply moving story,” said Representative Lawrence. “Sharing the accounts of these brave people will make certain their stories are never lost and that the realities of war are never forgotten.”
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